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Does the Sun appear brighter at night in neutrinos?

J. N. Bahcall and P. I. Krastev
School of Natural Sciences, Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, New Jersey 08540

~Received 27 May 1997!

We calculate accurately the number of solar neutrino events expected as a function of solar zenith angle,
with and without neutrino oscillations, for detectors at the locations of Super-Kamiokande, SNO, and the Gran
Sasso National Laboratory. Using different Earth models to estimate geophysical uncertainties, and different
solar models to estimate solar uncertainties, we evaluate distortions predicted by the Mikheyev-Smirnov-
Wolfenstein~MSW! effect in the zenith angle distributions of solar neutrino events. The distortions are caused
by oscillations and byn-e interactions in the Earth that regeneratene from nm or nt . We show that the first
two moments of the zenith-angle distribution are more sensitive to the small mixing angle MSW solution than
the conventionally studied day-night asymmetry. We present iso-s contours that illustrate the potential of
Super-Kamiokande, SNO, BOREXINO, ICARUS, and HERON/HELLAZ for detecting the Earth regeneration
effect at their actual locations~and at the equator!. MSW solutions favored by the four pioneering solar
neutrino experiments predict characteristic distortions for Super-Kamiokande, SNO, BOREXINO, and
ICARUS that range from being unmeasurably small to.5s ~stat! after only a few years of observations.
@S0556-2813~97!01811-6#

PACS number~s!: 26.65.1t, 12.15.Ff, 14.60.Pq, 96.60.Jw
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I. INTRODUCTION

Four operating solar neutrino experiments~Chlorine @1#,
Kamiokande@2#, GALLEX @3#, and SAGE@4#! have de-
tected neutrinos from nuclear fusion in the interior of the S
with approximately the numbers and energies expected f
standard solar models@5,6#. Moreover, sound speeds calc
lated from the standard solar models agree with the helios
mologically determined sound speeds to a r.m.s. accurac
better than 0.2% throughout essentially the entire Sun@7#.

Nevertheless, quantitative discrepancies have persiste
almost three decades between the predictions of the stan
solar models and the observations of solar neutrino exp
ments @8–10#. Several suggested modifications of neutri
properties provide excellent fits to the existing solar neutr
data@11#.

Are there potential ‘‘smoking gun’’ indications of new
physics? Yes, the most popular neutrino physics solution,
Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein~MSW! effect @12#, predicts
several characteristic and unique phenomena. The MSW
fect explains solar neutrino observations as the result of c
versions in the solar interior ofne produced in nuclear reac
tions to the more difficult to detectnm or nt .

Potentially decisive signatures of new physics that
suggested by the MSW effect include observing that the
is brighter in neutrinos at night~the ‘‘Earth regeneration ef
fect’’ ! @13–15#, detecting distortions in the incident sola
neutrino energy spectrum@16#, and observing that the flux o
all types of neutrinos exceeds the flux of just electron-ty
neutrinos@17,18#. A demonstration that any of these ph
nomena exists would provide evidence for physics bey
the minimal standard electroweak model.

The regeneration effect is an especially powerful diagn
tic of new physics since no difference is predicted betwe
the counting rates observed during the day and at night~or,
more generally, any dependence of the counting rate on
solar zeith angle! by such popular alternatives to the MSW
560556-2813/97/56~5!/2839~19!/$10.00
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effect as vacuum oscillations@19#, magnetic moment transi
tions @20#, or violations of the equivalence principle@21#.

In this paper, we investigate the sensitivity of new so
neutrino experiments, Super-Kamiokande@22#, SNO @23#,
ICARUS @24#, BOREXINO @25#, HERON @26#, and
HELLAZ @27#, to the Earth regeneration effect. The MS
effect predicts that, for certain values of the neutrino mas
and mixing angles,n-e interactions in the Earth~at night!
may convertnm or nt from the Sun back into the more easi
detectablene .

An accurate evaluation of the systematic significance
experimental results will require the detailed Monte Ca
simulations that will be carried out by the experimental c
laborations; the collaborations will determine the best e
mates and uncertainties for all the quantities that affect
experimental result. These results will then be analyzed
ing computer codes that include the experimental details
which make use of optimal statistical techniques such
maximum likelihood analysis. In the absence of detai
Monte Carlo simulations of the experimental characteris
~yet to be determined!, we estimate in this paper the statis
cal significance of expected results by comparing the pre
tions of various MSW scenarios with respect to the n
oscillation scenario including only statistical errors a
analyzing the results with ax2 statistic.

The reader who wants to see the approximate powe
the new experiments can turn immediately to Fig. 9, wh
shows the significance level~statistical errors only! with
which new solar experiments could detect the regenera
effect. Experience with the operating experiments over a
riod of years may be necessary to determine the size of
systematic errors.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we summ
rize the general features ofne regeneration in the Earth. W
then describe in Sec. III the different models of the Ea
used for estimating the uncertainties in the numerical ca
lations due to uncertainties in the density profile and
2839 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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2840 56J. N. BAHCALL AND P. I. KRASTEV
chemical composition of the Earth’s interior. In the detail
calculations that follow, we use the differences between
results obtained from the different models of the Earth
determine the geophysical uncertainties in the MSW pre
tions.

After these preliminary considerations, we determine
Sec. IV the regions in the mixing angle and mass differe
plane, sin22u2Dm2, that are allowed by the latest solar ne
trino data, taking into account the influence of Earth reg
eration on the predicted counting rates in the chlorine, K
miokande, GALLEX, and SAGE experiments. In addition
the familiar large mixing angle and small mixing ang
MSW solutions, we find an additional LOW solution~large
mixing angle, smaller neutrino mass difference! that has an
acceptable confidence level only when Earth regeneratio
included in the calculations.

We then investigate the sensitivity of next-generation
lar neutrino experiments to the Earth regeneration effect.
begin by defining and calculating the zenith-angle expos
function in Sec. V. This function depends only on the loc
tion of a neutrino detector on the surface of the Earth; i
independent of the characteristics of the detector. We
calculate in Sec. V the distorted zenith angle distribution t
takes account of regeneration in the Earth.

The results for MSW regeneration given previously in t
literature involve making approximations either in the mod
description of the Earth or in the calculation of the avera
survival probability after regeneration, or both. Instead,
integrate numerically the differential equations describ
the evolution of the neutrino states in traversing an accu
model of the Earth, thereby avoiding the necessity of argu
that an approximation scheme is sufficiently accurate. In s
eral tables in this paper, we present numerical results
precision of 0.01%, an accuracy much higher than can
measured experimentally. These precise numerical pre
tions are given in order to illustrate the small effect on m
surable quantities of some of the systematic differences.

We introduce in Sec. VI the first two moments of th
zenith-angle distribution of neutrino events and calculate
dependence of the moments on neutrino parameters fo
new solar neutrino experiments Super-Kamiokande, SN
ICARUS, BOREXINO, and HERON/HELLAZ. For com
parison, we calculate accurately in Sec. VII the conventio
day-night asymmetry; we present values of the day-ni
asymmetry for the new solar neutrino detectors mentio
above.

Which characterization is more sensitive to new phys
the moments of the zenith-angle distribution or the day-ni
asymmetry? We show in Sec. VIII that the moments
more sensitive to the small mixing angle MSW solution a
the day-night asymmetry is more sensitive to the large m
ing angle solution. Although less statistically powerful th
the full Monte Carlo simulations that will be carried out b
the experimental collaborations, the analyses using, e.g.,
ments or the day-night asymmetry can be carried out quic
by theoreticians interested in determining whether new p
ticle physics scenarios can be tested by the experimen
whether they are already inconsistent with data that h
been published. For completeness, we present in Sec. IX
moments of the electron recoil energy spectrum for Sup
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Kamiokande and SNO that were computed including
Earth regeneration effect.

We then show in Sec. X that the MSW predictions f
regeneration in the Earth depend only slightly on the adop
density profile of the Earth, the chemical composition of t
Earth, and the details of the solar model.

Following the suggestion of Gelb, Kwong, and Ros
@28#, we calculate in Sec. XI the increase in the sensitivity
the regeneration effect that could be achieved by build
detectors at the equator. We discuss and summarize our
results in Sec. XII.

II. THE EARTH REGENERATION EFFECT

We work in a two-neutrino mixing scheme involvingne
~produced in the Sun! and eithernm or nt ~produced by os-
cillations!. Soon after Mikheyev and Smirnov suggested t
MSW effect@12# as a possible solution of the solar neutrin
problems, several authors pointed out@13# that day-night
variations of the event rates in solar neutrino detectors co
provide spectacular confirmation of the MSW effect and th
of new physics.

The MSW solution of the solar neutrino problems r
quires that electron neutrinos produced in nuclear react
in the center of the Sun are converted to muon or tau neu
nos by interactions with solar electrons on their way from
interior of the Sun to the detector on Earth. The convers
in the Sun is primarily a resonance phenomenon, which
curs at a specific density that corresponds to a definite n
trino energy~for a specified neutrino mass difference!.

During day-time, the higher-energy neutrinos arriving
Earth are mostlynm ~or nt) with some admixture ofne . At
night-time, neutrinos must pass through the Earth in orde
reach the detector. As a result of traversing the Earth,
fraction of the more easily detectedne increases because o
the conversion ofnm ~or nt) to ne by neutrino oscillations.
For the small mixing angle MSW solution, interactions wi
electrons in the Earth increase the effective mixing angle
enhance the conversion process. For the large mixing a
MSW solution, the conversion ofnm ~or nt) to ne occurs by
oscillations that are only slightly enhanced over vacu
mixing. This process of increasing in the Earth the fracti
of the neutrinos that arene is called the ‘‘regeneration ef
fect’’ and has the opposite effect to the conversion ofne to
nm ~or nt) in the Sun. Because of the change of neutrino ty
in the Earth, the MSW mechanism predicts that solar n
trino detectors should generally measure higher event rate
night than during day time.

Figure 1 illustrates a schematic view of a solar neutr
detector at the geographic latitude,f. Since the Earth is
spherically symmetric toO(1022.5), it is sufficient to con-
sider the cross-section slice shown in the figure.1 Two lines
determine the geometry: one line defines the zenith direct
and the other line is the trajectory of the neutrino. The zen
angle a (0°,a,180°) between these two lines specifi
the neutrino trajectory in the Earth. The survival probabil

1The polar-equatorial asymmetry of the Earth changes the
dicted MSW regeneration effects by less than or of order 0.3
which is not observable with existing or planned detectors.
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56 2841DOES THE SUN APPEAR BRIGHTER AT NIGHT IN . . .
depends on the neutrino oscillation parametersDm2 and
sin22u, on the neutrino energyE, and on the path~i.e.,a) the
neutrino travels through the Earth. Sincea changes due to
the apparent motion of the Sun, the neutrino survival pr
ability should change with time as well, resulting in an asy
metric distortion of the angular distribution of events.

Real-time detectors, which record the times at which n
trinos interact within the detector, are best suited for stu
ing the Earth regeneration effect. In radiochemical exp
ments the time of detection is poorly known, since a typi
run usually lasts between several weeks~gallium! and sev-
eral months~chlorine!.2

Kamiokande, a real-time neutrino electron scattering
tector, did not see any signal for the Earth regeneration
fect. The Kamiokande collaboration used this nonobser
tion to rule out an important region in parameter space
which the predicted day-night asymmetry, or zenith-an
dependence, is large@30#. However, the sensitivity of the
Kamiokande detector was insufficient to probe the fullDm2

2sin22u parameter space for which there might be an app
ciable day-night effect, measurable by Super-Kamiokand
SNO.

There are several calculations in the literature@31–35# of
the expected magnitude of the regeneration effect in fu
experiments. Different groups of researchers have used
ferent models of the Earth in their calculations. No quant
tive estimate has been made previously of the sensitivity
the measurable quantities to the adopted density profile
the Earth; each group has typically presented results usi
specific density profile, often not the best available profile
the subsequent sections, we describe direct numerical c

2The possibility of making extractions twice a day and count
separately day-time and night-time samples in the chlorine and
dine experiments has been considered carefully@29#.

FIG. 1. Schematic view of detector’s location and Sun’s dir
tion. The zenith is defined as the line from the center of the Ea
through the center of the detector. The zenith anglea and the lati-
tude of the detector’s locationf are also shown in the figure.
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putations of the Earth regeneration effect for six differe
models of the Earth. Thus we quantify the dependence of
calculated characteristics of the Earth regeneration effec
the model of the Earth and exhibit the corresponding unc
tainties which turn out to be rather small. The density p
files in the six models of the Earth are described in Sec.

III. EARTH MODELS

The MSW effect in the Earth depends upon the elect
number density as a function of radius. In this section,
determine best-estimates and a range of uncertainties fo
total mass density and for the chemical composition. We
the best available Earth models and chemical composi
for most of the calculations performed in this paper, but
also carry out calculations for five older mass models in
der to determine the uncertainties in the predicted MSW
fects that arise from uncertainties in the model of the Eart
density profile. We use a best-estimate chemical composi
for the core that is inferred from the seismological measu
ments. To test the sensitivity of the MSW predictions to t
assumed chemical composition of the Earth, we make
treme assumptions that maximize or minimize the aver
charge to mass ratio and carry out calculations also for th
extreme cases.

A. Density profiles

The density distribution inside the Earth is known with
precision of a few percent@36#. A large set of seismic mea
surements has been used to obtain the most accurate m
PREM @37# ~the preliminary reference Earth model!, for the
Earth’s density distribution. We will use the PREM mod
for all of our best-estimate calculations. This model has a
been used by Lisi and Montanino@34# as the basis of their
recent analytic study of Earth regeneration. Other models
described in Refs.@38# and@39#. To determine the sensitivity
to the assumed density profile, we have performed calc
tions with a representative set of six different Earth mode
all spherically symmetric and with the same radiusR%

56371 km.
Figure 2 shows the density profiles of the six Earth mo

els. The density distributions in these models are divided i
five zones:~a! a crust with a thickness of a few tens o
kilometers,~b! an upper mantle extending down from th
crust to about 1000 km,~c! a lower mantle down to abou
2900 km, d! an outer core between 1250 km and 3480 k
from the center, and e! an inner core of radius'1220 km.
The density changes abruptly between the inner and o
core, and also at the border between the lower mantle and
outer core. The positions of these abrupt changes are kn
with an accuracy of better than a percent from seismolog
data.

Table I compares the mass and moment of inertia that
have computed for each of the six Earth models with
measured values. The recent models given in@37# and @39#
reproduce the total mass and moment of inertia with exc
lent precision. The older models@40–43# give slightly worse
fits to the mass and moment of inertia. The models listed
the third to sixth row in Table I are in conflict with seismo
logical measurements.
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2842 56J. N. BAHCALL AND P. I. KRASTEV
The set of six models represents a sample that allows
variations of the density distribution larger than the unc
tainties in the PREM model. As shown in Sec. VI~and the
last four columns of Table I!, the large differences betwee
the six density models produce relatively small~but not al-
ways negligible, see Sec. VI! changes in the predicted cha
acteristics of the Earth regeneration effect for the Sup
Kamiokande, SNO, BOREXINO, ICARUS, and HERON
HELLAZ experiments.

Figure 2 shows that the largest differences between
six models of the Earth are in the core, below 2000 km. T

FIG. 2. Density profiles for six different models of the Eart
The models are~1! PREM @37#, ~2! Stacey’s model@39#, ~3! model
HA @43#, ~4! model HB18 @40#, ~5! model B497@41#, and~6! model
B1 @42#. The radius is given in kilometers from the center of t
Earth. All models are spherically symmetric.
or
-

r-

e
e

operating solar neutrino experiments, and those currently
der development, are located at relatively high northern l
tudes. Solar neutrinos that are detected in these experim
never cross the inner core of the Earth. Among the real-t
experiments that are currently operating or are under c
struction, Super-Kamiokande is most sensitive to the c
distribution. Nevertheless, the fraction of a year duri
which the neutrinos cross the outer core at the Kamioka
is small (. 7%!.

B. Chemical compositions

Measurements of the propagation of seismological wa
in the Earth’s interior and studies of the properties of min
als under high pressure, have been combined to determ
the chemical composition of the Earth’s interior with rel
tively high accuracy@44,45#. Using the results of Refs
@44,45#, we adopt a best-estimate charge to mass ratioZ/A of
0.468 for the core~83% Fe, 9% Ni, and 8% light element
with Z/A 5 0.5! and 0.497 for the mantle~41.2% SiO2,
52.7% MgO, and 6.1% FeO).

A lower limit for the charge to mass ratio in the core
0.465, which corresponds to assuming a composition
100% iron. From the seismic and mineral data, geophysic
have concluded@44# that the minimum amount of iron in the
core is 80%. We determine a maximum value ofZ/A
50.472 in the core by assuming a composition of 80% ir
and 20% light elements. The total range of the electron nu
ber density due to the imperfectly known composition of t
core is about 1.5%.

The chemical composition in the mantle is believ
known to about 1%~see Ref.@36#!. We consider here varia
tions of 21 and 22 %. The value ofZ/X in the mantle
cannot be increased significantly above the standard valu
0.496 because that would require the presence of a la
amount of hydrogen in the mantle.
model
events
listed

wledge.

4,
rst
and
TABLE I. Sensitivity to the model of the Earth. The table illustrates the weak dependence on the
of the Earth of the calculated changes in the first and second moments of the angular distribution of
in the Super-Kamiokande and SNO detectors. The density distributions in the six models of the Earth
in the table span a range of possibilities that is much larger than suggested by current geophysical kno
The second and third columns give the total massM % ~in 1027 g! and the moment of inertiaI ~in 1045g cm2)
for each model. The mass of the Earth is 5.9737060.00076, the polar value of the moment of inertia is 0.80
and the equatorial value is 0.801@60#. The last four columns give the fractional shift in percent of the fi
two moments (Da/a0 andDs2/s0

2) of the zenith-angle distribution of events in the Super-Kamiokande
SNO detectors for the SMA~upper entry! and for the LMA ~lower entry! solutions.

D^a&/a0 Ds2/s0
2 D^a&/a0 Ds2/s0

2

Model M % I Super-Kamiokande~%! Super-Kamiokande~%! SNO ~%! SNO ~%!

PREM 5.972 0.802 1.02 2.03 1.04 2.42
1981 3.23 20.33 5.28 22.20
HB18 5.970 0.801 1.00 2.00 1.02 2.38
1975 3.29 20.27 5.37 22.09
B497 5.067 0.800 1.01 2.03 1.03 2.41
1973 3.22 20.26 5.26 22.05
B1 5.949 0.798 1.01 2.03 1.03 2.42
1974 3.23 20.33 5.21 22.38
A9 5.946 0.798 1.00 2.01 1.01 2.39
1967 3.29 20.51 5.35 22.55
Stacey 5.973 0.802 1.00 2.01 1.02 2.38
1969 3.27 20.28 5.34 22.11
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56 2843DOES THE SUN APPEAR BRIGHTER AT NIGHT IN . . .
TABLE II. Solar neutrino data used in the analysis. The experimental results are given in SNU for
the experiments except Kamiokande, for which the result is expressed as the measured8B flux above 7.5
MeV in units of cm22 s21 at the Earth. The ratios of the measured values to the corresponding predicti
the standard solar model of Ref.@6# are also given. The result cited for the Kamiokande experiment assu
that the shape of the8B neutrino spectrum is not affected by physics beyond the standard electroweak m

Experiment Result Theory Units Result/Theory Referenc

HOMESTAKE 2.5660.1660.14 9.521.4
11.2 SNU 0.2760.022 @1#

KAMIOKANDE 2.8060.1960.35 6.6221.12
10.93 106 cm22 s21 0.4260.060 @2#

GALLEX 69.766.7624.5
13.9 136.827

18 SNU 0.5160.058 @3#

SAGE 72210
112

27
15 136.827

18 SNU 0.5360.095 @4#
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IV. AVERAGE EVENT RATES AND MSW SOLUTIONS

Including the Earth regeneration effect, we have cal
lated the expected one-year average event rates as func
of the neutrino oscillation parametersDm2 and sin22u for all
four operating experiments which have published res
from their measurements of solar neutrino event rates. Th
include the chlorine experiment, Kamiokande, GALLE
and SAGE. Thus we update our previous results given
Ref. @11#, in which the Earth effect was neglected. We ta
into account, as before, the known threshold and cross
tion for each detector. In the case of Kamiokande, we a
take into account the known energy resolution~20% 1s at
electron energy 10 MeV! and trigger efficiency function
@46#.

We first calculate the one year average survival proba
ity P̄SE for a large number of values ofDm2 and sin22u
using the method described in Appendix A. Then we co
pute the corresponding one year average event rates in
detector. We perform ax2 analysis taking into account the
oretical uncertainties and experimental errors as describe
@47#.

Table II summarizes the reported mean event rates f
each detector. We obtain allowed regions inDm22sin22u
parameter space by finding the minimumx2 and plotting
contours of constantx25xmin

2 1Dx2, whereDx255.99 for
95% C.L. and 9.21 for 99% C.L.3

The best fit is obtained for the small mixing angle~SMA!
solution

Dm255.031026 eV2, ~1a!

sin22u58.731023, ~1b!

which has axmin
2 50.25. There are two more local minima o

x2. The best fit for the well-known large mixing ang
~LMA ! solution occurs at

Dm251.331025 eV2, ~2a!

sin22u50.63, ~2b!

with xmin
2 51.1. There is also a less probable solution, wh

we refer to as the LOW solution~low probability, low mass!,
at @48,31#

3The C.L. in this paper are always for two degrees of freedo
The values ofx2 are not reduced.
-
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se
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h

Dm251.131027 eV2, ~3a!

sin22u50.83, ~3b!

with xmin
2 56.9. The LOW solution is acceptable only

96.5% C.L.
Figure 3 shows the allowed regions in the plane defin

by Dm2 and sin22u. The C.L. is 95% for the allowed region
of the SMA and LMA solutions and 99% for the LOW so
lution. The black dots within each allowed region indica
the position of the local best-fit point in parameter space. T
results shown in Fig. 3 were calculated using the predicti
of the 1995 standard solar model of Bahcall and Pins
neault@6#, which includes helium and heavy element diff
sion; the shape of the allowed contours depends only slig
upon the assumed solar model~see Fig. 1 of Ref.@11#!.

The results given here differ somewhat from those giv
earlier in Ref.@11#, both because we are now including th
regeneration effect and also because we are using mor
cent experimental data for the pioneering solar neutrino

.

FIG. 3. Allowed MSW solutions with regeneration. The allowe
regions are shown for the neutrino oscillation parametersDm2 and
sin22u. The C.L. for the outer regions is 99% and the C.L. for t
inner regions is 99%~only applies to the LMA and SMA solutions!.
The data used here are from the chlorine@1#, Kamiokande@2#,
GALLEX @3#, and SAGE@4# experiments. The solar model used
the best standard model of Bahcall and Pinsonneault~1995! with
helium and heavy element diffusion@6#. The points wherex2 has a
local minimum are indicated by a circle.
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2844 56J. N. BAHCALL AND P. I. KRASTEV
periments. Comparing the results given in Eqs.~1!–~3! and
Figs. 3 with the corresponding allowed regions obtained
the same input neutrino experimental data but without
cluding the Earth effect shows that terrestrial regenera
changes only slightly the best-fit solutions for the SMA s
lution (&5% in Dm2 and sin22u) and the LMA solution
(&10% inDm2 and sin22u). The values ofxmin

2 are also not
significantly affected. The LOW solution is acceptable on
if the regeneration effect is included; otherwise, the LO
solution is ruled out at 99.9% C.L.

The predictedv-e scattering rates for the 0.86 MeV7Be
line ~which will be studied by BOREXINO! relative to the
Bahcall and Pinsonneault standard model@6# are 0.2220.00

10.18

~SMA!, 0.5420.16
10.17 ~LMA !, and 0.5420.07

10.08 ~LOW!. The
SMA and LMA ranges correspond to 95% C.L. and t
LOW range is 99% C.L.

Figure 4 compares the computed survival probabilities
the day~no regeneration!, the night~with regeneration!, and
the annual average. These results are useful in understan
the day-night shifts in the energy spectrum that are compu
and discussed in Sec. IX. The results in the figure refer
detector at the location of Super-Kamiokande, but the diff
ences are very small between the survival probabilities at
positions of Super-Kamiokande, SNO, and the Gran Sa
Underground Laboratory.

V. THE ZENITH-ANGLE EXPOSURE FUNCTION AND
THE ZENITH-ANGLE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION

In this section, we define and calculate the zenith-an
exposure function and show how the exposure function

FIG. 4. Survival probabilities for MSW solutions. The figur
presents the survival probabilities for ane created in the Sun to
remain ane upon arrival at the Super-Kamiokande detector. T
best-fit MSW solutions including regeneration in the Earth are
scribed in Sec. IV. The full line refers to the average survival pr
abilities computed taking into account regeneration in the Earth
the dotted line refers to calculations for the day-time that do
include regeneration. The dashed line includes regeneratio
night. There are only slight differences between the computed
generation probabilities for the detectors located at the position
Super-Kamiokande, SNO, and the Gran Sasso Underground L
ratory.
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be distorted by oscillations and by neutrino-electron inter
tions in the Earth into the zenith-angle distribution functio
The fractional number of neutrino events observed as a fu
tion of solar zenith anglea ~see Fig. 1! is, for standard
neutrino physics, determined only by the latitude of the n
trino detector. The number of events is largest for zen
angles at which the Sun spends the most time in its appa
motion around the Earth. In what follows, we shall refer
the normalized number distribution of eventsY(a) as the
‘‘zenith-angle exposure function’’; this function describe
the relative amount of time the detector is exposed to the
at a fixed zenith angle. We present in this section the zen
angle exposure function calculated assuming massless
trinos ~no oscillations! and detectors placed at Kamioka, J
pan~Kamiokande and Super-Kamiokande!, Sudbury, Canada
~SNO!, and the Gran Sasso Underground Laborat
~GALLEX, ICARUS, BOREXINO, and HERON/HELLAZ!.
The exposure function for the Homestake detector has b
calculated by Cherry and Lande@13#.

The zenith-angle distribution of events can be distorted
the Earth regeneration effect implied by MSW solution
since at solar zenith angles larger than 90° neutrinos p
through the Earth on their way to the detector and theref
ne’s can be regenerated by interactions with electrons in
Earth’s interior. The distorted distribution functionf (a) will
be referred to as the ‘‘zenith-angle distribution.’’ The ma
goal of this paper is to calculate and analyze the shape
f (a) predicted by different MSW solutions and to estima
the sensitivity of detectors to the difference betweenf (a)
and the zenith-angle exposure function,Y(a).

A. Zenith-angle exposure function

In order to represent accurately the zenith-angle expos
function, we consider 360 anglesa i separated by 0.5° inter
vals between 0° and 180°. The fraction of time in a ye
during which the zenith anglea ~see Fig. 1! of the sun is
close toak is proportional to

Y8~ak!5(
i 51

N

u@a~ t i !2ak#u@ak112a~ t i !#

3@1 AU/R~ t i !#
22. ~4!

Herea(t i) is the solar zenith angle at timet i , N5T/Dt, T is
the duration of one calendar year, andDt is the time step.
The functionu is the well known step functionu(x)50, x
,0, andu(x)51, x>0. The functionR(t) is the instanta-
neous Earth-Sun distance, and 1 AU is the one year ave
Earth-sun distance for which solar neutrino fluxes are r
tinely calculated in standard solar models~see Appendix B
for an explicit representation of the time-dependent Ea
Sun distance!.

The sum in Eq.~4! was computed by simulating the mo
tion of the sun on the celestial sphere during one calen
year using the formulas in Appendix B. Computations w
different time steps between a few seconds to a few minu
are practically equivalent for calculating event rates in
various solar neutrino detectors.

The normalized zenith-angle exposure functionY(ak) is
obtained directly from Eq.~2!:

Y~ak!5Y8~ak!Y (
i 51

N

Y8~a i !. ~5!
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Thus Y(ak) is the fraction of the time during one calend
year that the Sun’s zenith angle is within the interval (ak
20.25°,ak10.25°). If the solar neutrino flux is constant
time ~no neutrino oscillations occur!, then the functionY(a)
will be the normalized angular distribution of events in t
detector. We use the analytical expressions forR(t) given in
Ref. @49# @see Eq.~B2!#. The zenith angle exposure functio
was calculated analytically in Ref.@34#, without including
the variation due to the changing Earth-Sun distance.

Figures 5 and 6 show the undistorted zenith-an
exposure functions for Super-Kamiokande, SN
and the detectors assumed to operate at Gran S
~ICARUS, BOREXINO, and HERON/HELLAZ!.
Convenient numerical tables for theY(ak) are available at
http://www.sns.ias.edu/;jnb . Table III lists the latitudes~all
northern! of each of the solar neutrino detectors.

The positions of the sharp peaks in Figs. 5 and 6
determined by the location of the detector and by the ob
uity e of the Earth’s orbit~approximately 23.4°). The abso
lute value of the difference between the maximum~or mini-
mum! possible zenith angle for a given location and t
position of the closest peak is equal tof1e. At summer
solstice, the Sun’s zenith angle changes from the minim
possible to the angle corresponding to the second peak~at an
angle.90°). At winter solstice the Sun goes between t
peak at angle,90° and the maximum possible zenith ang
Thus during winter solar neutrinos pass closer to the Ear
center, whereas during summer they go through lower d
sity layers of the mantle.

B. Zenith-angle distribution function

We calculate the event ratesQi along each directiona i

with the aid of a set of survival probabilitiesPSE
i computed

FIG. 5. Super-Kamiokande and SNO zenith-angle distributio
The figure shows the expected zenith-angle distribution of neut
events during one calendar year in the Super-Kamiokande and
SNO detectors. The anglea represents the angular separation b
tween the direction to the Sun and the direction of the local ze
~see Fig. 1!. The two left panels display the zenith-angle expos
functions, the undistorted angular distributions in the absence
oscillations. The exposure functions are determined by the loca
of the two detectors at, respectively, Kamioka, Japan, and Sudb
Canada. The distorted zenith-angle distributions due to the re
eration effect in the Earth are shown in the two right panels;
neutrino solutions are indicated by SMA~solid line! and LMA ~dot-
ted line!.
e
,
so

e
-

m

e
.
’s
n-

~just once for each direction, mixing angle, andE/Dm2)
along a fixed set of trajectories through the Earth. The
merical value of eachQi is obtained from Eq.~C1! of Ap-
pendix C. The normalized zenith-angle distribution functi
is

f ~a i !5Q~a i !Y~a i !Y (
k

Q~ak!Y~ak!. ~6!

In the absence of oscillations, the detector event rateQi is
independent of direction and disappears from the right-h
side of the equation. In this casef (a)[Y(a).

In Figs. 5 and 6, we present the expected distorted ang
distributions for the SMA, LMA, and LOW solutions in
Super-Kamiokande, SNO, ICARUS, BOREXINO, an
HERON/HELLAZ. In the panels for Super-Kamiokand
SNO, and ICARUS, we show only the distributions corr
sponding to the best-fit points in the SMA and LMA sol
tions; the curves corresponding to the LOW solution are v
tually undistorted. Correspondingly, in the panels f
BOREXINO and HERON/HELLAZ, we show only the ex
pected angular distribution for the LOW solution@see Eq.
~3b!#, since the SMA and LMA solutions imply only a neg
ligible distortion of the zenith-angle distribution for thes
low-energy detectors.

VI. MOMENTS OF THE ZENITH-ANGLE DISTRIBUTION

In this section, we evaluate the expected MSW distortio
of the angular distribution and compare the first two m

TABLE III. Northern latitudes~in degrees! for several solar
neutrino detectors. These angles correspond tof in Fig. 1.

Homestake Kamioka Gran Sasso Baksan Sudbu

44.3 36.4 42.4 43.3 46.3

.
o
he
-
h
e
of
n

ry,
n-
e

FIG. 6. Gran Sasso zenith-angle distributions. The figure sh
the expected zenith-angle distribution of events during one cale
year in detectors located at the Gran Sasso Laboratory in It
ICARUS, BOREXINO, HERON, and HELLAZ. The upper lef
panel shows the zenith-angle exposure function, which does
depend on detector characteristics. The three additional panels
play the distorted zenith-angle distributions due to the regenera
effect in the Earth; the solutions are indicated by SMA~solid line!,
LMA ~dotted line!, and LOW~dashed line!.
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2846 56J. N. BAHCALL AND P. I. KRASTEV
ments of the predicted angular distribution of events with
calculated moments expected in the absence of oscillati
This comparison constitutes a new and, for the small mix
angle solution, a more powerful way of analyzing the tim
dependence of the observed neutrino events. The pred
distortions of the recoil electron energy spectra in Sup
Kamiokande and in SNO were investigated in Refs.@50,34#
in terms of the analogous moments of the energy distri
tion.

In Sec. VI A, we define the first and second moments
the zenith-angle distribution and then calculate in Sec. V
the predicted MSW changes in the zenith-angle distributio
We plot the relative shift of the first moment in the plane
the neutrino oscillation parametersDm2 and sin22u, illustrat-
ing the range of possible values of the shift of the first m
ment within the 95% C.L. allowed by the Chlorine@1#, Ka-
miokande@2#, GALLEX @3#, and SAGE@4# experiments.

How sensitive will the Super-Kamiokande, SNO
ICARUS, BOREXINO, and HELLAZ/HERON experiment
be to the regeneration effect? We answer this questio
Sec. VI B by plotting the number of standard deviations ea
MSW solution is separated from the no-oscillation soluti
in the plane defined by the values of the first two momen

A. Moment definitions

The first two moments of the zenith-angle distribution a
defined by

^a&5E a f ~a!da ~7a!

and

s25E ~a2^a&!2f ~a!da. ~7b!

The fractional shifts in these two moments are defined a

D^a&
a0

5~^a&2a0!/a0 ~8a!

and

Ds2

s0
2

5~s22s0
2!/s0

2 , ~8b!

wherea0 ands0
2 are the moments of the zenith-angle exp

sure function distribution~no oscillations! and ^a& and s2

are the moments of the distorted~by oscillations! zenith-
angle distribution. Because of the symmetry ofY(a) about
a590°,a05p/2 for all the detector locations. The values
the undistorted second moments0 are 37.9° ~Super-
Kamiokande!, 32.9° ~SNO!, 34.9° ~Gran Sasso!, 33.9°
~Homestake!, 34.5° ~Baksan!, and 47.5°~Equator!.

The Kamiokande Collaboration excluded a significant
gion in Dm2-sin22u parameter space by grouping the eve
from below the horizon into five bins, corresponding to d
ferent zenith angles@2#. Lisi and Montanino in Ref.@34#
calculated binned angular distributions for Sup
Kamiokande and SNO for different values ofDm2 andu2.
e
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The calculation of the first two moments of the zenit
angle distribution is subject to fewer complications than
more traditional method used in Refs.@2,34# of binning the
data and doing ax2 analysis. For binned data, thea priori
unknown normalization and the angular dependence of
detector sensitivity are, for example, two of the aspects
neutrino experiments that introduce bin-to-bin correlatio
which are often difficult to estimate from the observations
to evaluate including all of the relevant detector characte
tics. On the other hand, the calculation of the first and sec
moments directly from the data is straightforward.

B. Predicted MSW moments

Figures 7 and 8 show the expected shifts in the first t
moments as a function of the neutrino oscillation parame
Dm2 and sin22u. We plot in Fig. 7~Fig. 8! contours of con-
stant fractional shiftDa/a0 (Ds2/s0

2) of the first moment
~second moment! in the Dm2-sin22u plane. The five panels
are, for both figures, for Super-Kamiokande, SNO, ICARU
BOREXINO, and HERON/HELLAZ. For Super
Kamiokande,Da/a0 varies between20.1 and 3 % in the
SMA region and between 0.5 and 7 % in the LMA regio
The corresponding ranges for SNO are (20.1,4.5)%~SMA!
and (0.3,15)%~LMA !. SNO is somewhat more sensitiv
than Super-Kamiokande to the shift of the first moment
causenm’s ~and nt’s! do not contribute to the charged
current signal in SNO. ICARUS and SNO have similar se
sitivities to the regeneration effect since both obse
charged current reactions with high-energy thresholds
10.9 and 6 MeV, respectively. The low-energy experimen
BOREXINO and HERON/HELLAZ, are insensitive to bot
the SMA and LMA allowed regions, but will be able to te
the LOW solution to which neither SNO nor Supe
Kamiokande are sensitive. The results for the second
ment, shown in Fig. 8, exhibit similar trends.

Figure 9 summarizes the potential of the second gen
tion of solar neutrino experiments for discovering new ph
ics via the Earth regeneration effect. The figure displays i
s ellipses, statistical errors only, in the plane of the fra
tional percentage shifts of the first two momentsDa/a0 and
Ds2/s0

2. Assuming a total number of events of 30 00
~which corresponds to;5 years of standard operation fo
Super-Kamiokande and;10 years for SNO!, we have com-
puted the sampling errors on the first two moments as we
the correlation of the errors using the following well know
formulas @51#: s(m1)5Am2 /N, s(m2)5A(m42m2

2)/N,
and r(m1 ,m2)5m3 /Am2Am42m2

2. Here m i is the i th mo-
ment of the angular distribution of events andmi are the
corresponding estimates of the moments from a sample
size N ~number of events!. The iso-s ellipses for the six
detectors we consider here are centered around the u
torted zenith-angle exposure function for which, by defi
tion, Da5Ds250. Figure 9 shows for each detector th
predicted shifts of the first two moments in the SMA, LMA
and LOW solutions. The horizontal and vertical error ba
denote the spread in predicted values of the shifts in the
two moments, which are obtained by varyingDm2 and
sin22u within the 95% C.L. allowed~see Fig. 3! by the four
pioneering solar neutrino experiments.
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FIG. 7. Contours of constant relative shift~in percent! of the average zenith angle, (^a&2a0)/a0, due tone regeneration in the Earth a
a function of the neutrino oscillation parameters, sin22u andDm2. Herea0590° is the average angle of the undistorted angular distribu
with no oscillations. The shaded regions in the panels for Super-Kamiokande and SNO are allowed by the latest solar neutrino da
C.L. and represent the SMA and LMA solutions. In the lower two panels~BOREXINO and HERON/HELLAZ! the three shaded regions a
allowed at 99% C.L., the low-mass region representing the LOW solution~see text for details!. The black circle within each allowed regio
represents the point which corresponds~locally! to the best-fit to the data.
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For Super-Kamiokande~SNO!, the current best-fit param
etersDm2 and sin22u @see Eq.~9!# predict a 5s (6.5s) effect
for the SMA solution and 13s (25s) effect for the LMA
solution. Note that SNO is expected to require twice as m
time to collect the same number of events as Sup
Kamiokande. In the same amount of observing time, S
and Super-Kamiokande are approximately equivalent for
SMA and Super-Kamiokande is significantly more efficie
for the LMA.

VII. DAY-NIGHT ASYMMETRY

In this section, we calculate the day-night asymme
@13–15,31,33–35# caused by the Earth regeneration effe
For Super-Kamiokande and SNO, the first accurate calc
tions of the day-night asymmetry have been made only
cently using a realistic density distribution in the Ear
@33,34#.

We evaluate numerically the day-night asymmetry
Super-Kamiokande, SNO, ICARUS, BOREXINO, an
HERON/HELLAZ. We present quantitative estimates of t
sensitivity of future experiments to the predicted differen
h
r-

e
t

y
.
a-
-

r

e

in night-time and day-time event rates.
The day-night asymmetry is defined as

An2d5
Qn2Qd

Qn1Qd
, ~9!

whereQn and Qd are, respectively, the average night-tim
and day-time event rates during one year. The calculatio
the asymmetry is made using the one-year average ni
time and day-time survival probabilities described in Appe
dix A.

Figure 10 shows contours of constant day-night asymm
try in the Dm2-sin22u plane for Super-Kamiokande, SNO
ICARUS, BOREXINO, and HERON/HELLAZ. The shade
regions in the panels for Super-Kamiokande, SNO, a
ICARUS are allowed~at 95% C.L.! by the present data from
Homestake, Kamiokande, GALLEX, and SAGE. In order
include the LOW solution nearDm251027 eV2, the panels
corresponding to BOREXINO and HERON/HELLAZ sho
the allowed regions at 99% C.L.
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FIG. 8. Contours of constant relative shift~in percent! of the dispersion of the zenith angle (s22s0
2)/s0

2 due tone regeneration in the
Earth as a function of the neutrino oscillation parameters sin22u andDm2. The values ofs0

2 are given in the text for each of the experimen
The definition of the shaded regions is the same as in Fig. 7.
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Table IV gives the expected range of day-night asymm
tries in Super-Kamiokande and SNO for both the SMA a
LMA solutions. The ICARUS sensitivity is similar to SNO
In general, SNO is slightly more sensitive than Sup
Kamiokande for testing the day-night asymmetry beca
SNO detects a CC reaction; the sensitivity to NC scatter
of muon neutrinos decreases somewhat the sensitivity of
Super-Kamiokande detector. Both detectors are very se
tive to the large day-night asymmetry predicted in the LM
solution. Their sensitivity to the SMA solution is smalle
especially in the low sin22u corner (sin22u,531023), where
An2d.0. Both Super-Kamiokande and SNO are practica
insensitive to the LOW solution because they can regi
only high-energy boron neutrinos which do not resonate
the Earth for the lowDm2 values in the LOW solution. As
noted in Ref.@31#, An2d is negative in a small region o
parameter space for both Super-Kamiokande and SNO,
the night-time event rate can be slightly lower than the d
time event rate.

The differences between SNO and ICARUS are mai
due to the different assumed neutrino thresholds (6.4
10.9 MeV, respectively! and to the locations of the detector
For large mixing angles, for which the regeneration eff
takes place mainly in the mantle, the sensitivities of the t
detectors are particularly similar. At small mixing angl
-
d

-
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g
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-

y
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t
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(sin22u,0.3) and 531026,Dm2/eV2,1025, ICARUS is
slightly more sensitive to the Earth effect because it is
cated at a lower latitude than SNO.

The three future detectors that will measure low-ene
neutrinos, BOREXINO (7Be), HERON (pp), and HELLAZ
(pp), will be sensitive to the large day-night asymmetri
predicted in the LOW solution, but insensitive to the asy
metries predicted by the SMA and LMA solutions. Th
range of day-night asymmetries expected for the LOW so
tion are (1665%) for HERON/HELLAZ and (1668%) for
BOREXINO.

VIII. WHICH STATISTICAL TEST IS BEST?

Which statistical tests are most powerful in detecting n
physics? What type of analysis will most clearly show d
partures from the zenith-angle exposure function due to
regeneration effect? By analyzing simulated data in this s
tion, we shall see that the preferred statistical analysis
pends upon which solution Nature has chosen.

Table V compares the sensitivity of Super-Kamiokan
and SNO to the Earth regeneration effect for three differ
statistical tests. We have computed the number of stand
deviations by which the best-fit MSW solutions~described in
Sec. IV! differ from the undistorted zenith-angle exposu
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function. We consider the first and second moments of
zenith-angle distribution~see Sec. V!, the day-night asym-
metry (An2d) ~see Sec. VI!, and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test of the distorted zenith-angle distribution. We assu
30 000 events are detected in the case of the SMA solut
The comparison is made after only 5000 events are obse
for the more-easily recognized LMA solution.

For the SMA solution, the moments analysis is most s
sitive. The difference for SNO, between 4.9s ~day-night
analysis! and 6.5s ~moments distribution!, corresponds to
20 000 events, or approximately 7 years of data taking.
three statistical tests can easily reveal the best-fit LMA so
tion, although the day-night asymmetry is the most effici
characterization in this case. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov t
is the least sensitive to the SMA solution, but performs be
than the moments method for the LMA solution.

We can understand physically why the SMA distortion
most easily detected by measuring the moments while
LMA distortion is most prominent in the day-night asymm
try. Figure 11 shows for Super-Kamiokande the fractio
distortion @ f (a)2Y(a)#/Y(a) of the zenith-angle distribu
tion for the best-fit SMA and LMA solutions. One ca
crudely approximate the distortions by, for the SMA so

FIG. 9. How manys ’s? The figure shows the sensitivity o
Super-Kamiokande, SNO, ICARUS, BOREXINO, and HERO
HELLAZ to the regeneration effect. Iso-s contours, statistical er-
rors only, delineate the fractional percentage shifts of the first
moments of the angular distribution of events for an assum
30 000 observed events. For all but the ICARUS experiment,
best-fit MSW solutions are indicated by black circles~SMA!,
squares~LMA !, and triangles~LOW!; the best-fit solutions are pre
sented in Sec. IV. The error bars on the predicted moments co
spond toDm2 and sin22u within allowed solution space at 95% C.L
~for Super-Kamiokande, SNO, and ICARUS! or 99% C.L.
~BOREXINO and HERON/HELLAZ!. For ICARUS, we have in-
dicated the best-fit solutions by a transparent circle, square, o
angle. The best-fit SMA and LOW solutions for ICARUS and t
LOW solution for SNO are all three close together at abouts
from the no oscillation solution. In order to avoid too much crow
ing in the figure, we have not shown the theoretical uncertainties
ICARUS.
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tion, a d function near the maximum allowed zenith ang
and, for the LMA solution, a step function nearp/2. With
these simple approximations, one can show analytically
the first moment and the day-night asymmetry have sim
statistical power for the SMA solution, and the second m
ment is more discriminatory than either the first moment
the day-night asymmetry. The reason that the second
ment is so useful for the SMA solution is that in this case
distortion mostly arises when the neutrinos pass through
core at large zenith angles. Because the vacuum mix
angle is small, the enhanced mixing @r res
57 g cm-3(E/10 MeV)# due to the Earth matter effect i
particularly significant when the neutrinos traverse the co
Since the vacuum mixing angle is large for the LMA, th
matter enhancement is not especially significant in this c
and the main regeneration for the LMA solution is due
oscillations that occur in the mantle, i.e., whenevera.p/2.
The day-night asymmetry is well-tuned to this distortio
sinceAn2d compares the average event rate fora.p/2 with
the event rate fora,p/2. The LOW solution produces a
relative distortion @ f (a)2Y(a)#/Y(a) that has a shape
similar to the LMA solution and is therefore most eas
detected by the day-night asymmetry. The Kolmogoro
Smirnov test is not optimally tuned to any of the three b
MSW solutions and is therefore not as powerful as the m
ments or the day-night asymmetry.

IX. MOMENTS OF THE ENERGY SPECTRUM

We refine in this section our previous calculations of t
first two moments of the energy spectrum from electron
coils produced by interactions with8B neutrinos. We use
here the slightly improved MSW solutions, described in S
IV, that include regeneration in the Earth. The reader is
ferred to our earlier paper@50# for the relevant definitions
and notation~see also Ref.@34# for a similar calculation!.

Table VI presents, for an assumed threshold of 5 Me
the first and second moments of the electron recoil ene
spectrum, and the percentage shifts with respect to the a
age electron kinetic energyT0 and the dispersion in the ki
netic energys0 in the absence of oscillations. The results f
T0 ands0 differ by small amounts (,1%! from our earlier
results given in Ref.@50#; the present results are numerical
more precise. The results in Table VI are given for the be
estimate MSW solutions~SMA, LMA, and LOW! described
in Sec. IV. For completeness, we list the one year aver
moments of the energy spectrum for day time, night tim
and the total year. The calculated moments for the Sup
Kamiokande experiment are given in the upper part of
table and the moments for SNO are listed in the lower par
the table. Table VII presents the same results for an assu
threshold of 6 MeV.

We did not include in our calculation the unknown trigg
efficiencies of Super-Kamiokande or SNO. The inclusion
these trigger functions can change the predicted first and
ond moments of the energy distribution by a few percent a
will certainly be included in the careful Monte Carlo calc
lations that will be performed ultimately by the Supe
Kamiokande and SNO experimental groups.

Comparing the calculated day and night rates, Tables
and VII show that regeneration in the Earth slightly d
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FIG. 10. Contours of constant day-night asymmetryAn2d @see Eq.~9!# in Super-Kamiokande, SNO, ICARUS, BOREXINO, an
HERON/HELLAZ. The shaded regions are the same as in Fig. 7.
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creases, for both the SMA and the LOW solutions, the av
age kinetic energy of the recoil electrons in both Sup
Kamiokande and SNO. This decrease occurs because in
sun these two solutions preferentially transform low-ene
neutrinos fromne to nm ~or nt) and therefore there is
relatively larger chance at low-energy of regeneratingne
from nm ~ or nt) in the Earth. For the LMA solution, regen
eration increases the average kinetic energy since in this
the high-energy part of the8B neutrino energy spectrum i
preferentially depleted ofne in the Sun.

The shift between day and night of the moments is m
significant for the LMA solution. In fact, if Nature has cho
sen the LMA solution, then the spectral distortion may

TABLE IV. Day-night asymmetry in Super-Kamiokande an
SNO. The table gives the magnitude of the expected day-n
asymmetry@An2d , see Eq.~9!# ~in percent! in Super-Kamiokande
and SNO for values of the neutrino oscillation parametersDm2 and
sin22u corresponding to the best-fit SMA and LMA solutions@see
Eqs.~1a!, ~1b! and~2a!, ~2b!#. The indicated uncertainties describ
the expected limits at 95% C.L.

Solution Super-Kamiokande SNO

SMA 1.822.0
14.2 222.4

16.0

LMA 7.826.6
11.4 15213

129
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-
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y
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highlighted by comparing the day-time and night-time m
ments.

X. SENSITIVITY TO EARTH MODELS
AND SOLAR MODELS

We calculate in Sec. X A the sensitivity of the MSW pr
dictions to the assumed density profile and chemical com

ht

TABLE V. What statistical test is best? The table compares
statistical power of three methods for analyzing data on the reg
eration effect:~a! moments of the zenith-angle distribution,~b! day-
night asymmetry (An2d), and~c! Kolmogorov Smirnov~KS! test of
the zenith-angle distribution. The number ofs ’s listed in the table
corresponds to the deviation of the best-fit MSW solutions
scribed in Sec. IV from the undistorted zenith-angle distributio
The numerical results correspond to 30 000 events for the S
solution and 5000 events for the LMA solution.

Moments An2d KS test
Detector Solution (s) (s) (s)

Super-Kamiokande SMA 5 4.4 3.7
LMA 5.5 9.2 6.3

SNO SMA 6.5 4.9 4.4
LMA 10 18.8 12.4
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sition of the Earth model and in Sec. X B the depende
upon the assumed model of the Sun.

A. Uncertainties due to Earth models

Table I presents the calculated percentage shifts of
first two moments of the zenith-angle event distribution
all six models of the Earth discussed in Sec. III; the calcu
tions were made assuming either the SMA or the LMA s
lutions. The fractional changes of the first moment vary
only ;0.02% for the SMA solution and;0.2% for the LMA
solution, although the density profiles in some of these m
els are significantly different from the range allowed by c
rent seismological data. We conclude that the shape of

TABLE VI. Moments of the energy spectrum. The moments
the absence of oscillations areT057.293 MeV ands0

253.391
MeV2 for Super-Kamiokande andT057.646 MeV ands0

253.032
MeV2 for SNO.

MSW solution ^T& (T2T0)/T0 s2 (s22s0
2)/s0

2

~MeV! ~%! (MeV2) ~%!

Super-Kamiokande
Day 7.408 1.58 3.591 5.88

SMA Night 7.403 1.50 3.574 5.38
Average 7.405 1.54 3.582 5.64

Day 7.275 20.25 3.368 20.67
LMA Night 7.310 0.23 3.439 1.42

Average 7.294 0.008 3.408 0.48
Day 7.298 0.06 3.411 0.58

LOW Night 7.290 20.04 3.398 0.20
Average 7.294 0.008 3.404 0.38

SNO
Day 7.869 2.91 3.161 4.25

SMA Night 7.846 2.62 3.144 3.68
Average 7.858 2.76 3.152 3.96

Day 7.644 20.03 3.032 20.03
LMA Night 7.719 0.95 3.113 2.66

Average 7.687 0.53 3.084 1.72
Day 7.682 0.47 3.069 1.22

LOW Night 7.668 0.28 3.060 0.90
Average 7.675 0.37 3.064 1.06

FIG. 11. Relative distortion for Super-Kamiokande. The figu
shows the fractional distortion,@ f (a)2Y(a)#/Y(a), of the zenith-
angle distribution for the best-estimate SMA and LMA MSW so
tions.
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hezenith-angle distribution can be calculated with accepta
accuracy for any of the recently published density profiles
the Earth.

Table VIII illustrates the uncertainties in the MSW pr
dictions of the shifts of the first and second moments of
zenith-angle distribution due to uncertainties in the elect
number density in the mantle and in the core. The range
Z/A included in the table (62% in the core and21%,
22% in the mantle! are larger than the current estimates
the geophysical uncertainties~see the discussion in Sec. I
and Refs.@44,45#!. We conclude from Table VIII that uncer
tainties in the chemical composition affect the predicted m
ment shifts due to regeneration by at most a few percen
their values.

A simplified model with a uniform composition ofZ/A
50.5 has been used in many or most of the early calculati
related to the regeneration effect~see@13#!. The predictions
from this constant-composition model are also given
Table VIII; this crude model leads to imprecise, but n
grossly erroneous, predictions of the moments of the zen
angle distribution.

B. Uncertainties due to solar models

To the best of our knowledge, all previous discussions
the Earth regeneration effect have described this phen
enon as if it were completely independent of solar mode
This implicit assumption is not exactly correct since the s
of the Earth regeneration effect depends upon the flavor c
tent of the incident neutrino beam, which must be calcula
by using a solar model to describe~for specified MSW pa-
rameters! the production and conversion probabilities of8B

TABLE VII. Moments of the energy spectrum. The moments
the absence of oscillations areT058.057 MeV ands0

252.825
MeV2 for Super-Kamiokande andT058.178 MeV ands0

252.348
MeV2 for SNO.

MSW solution ^T& (T2T0)/T0 s2 (s22s0
2)/s0

2

~MeV! ~%! (MeV2) ~%!

Super-Kamiokande
Day 8.149 1.14 2.968 5.07

SMA Night 8.143 1.06 2.954 4.56
Average 8.146 1.10 2.962 4.84

Day 8.046 20.14 2.804 20.76
LMA Night 8.074 0.22 2.861 1.25

Average 8.061 0.05 2.833 0.28
Day 8.064 0.08 2.836 0.40

LOW Night 8.058 0.01 2.827 0.048
Average 8.061 0.046 2.832 0.24

SNO
Day 8.332 1.88 2.467 5.05

SMA Night 8.315 1.67 2.452 4.41
Average 8.323 1.77 2.459 4.72

Day 8.177 20.043 2.347 20.043
LMA Night 8.239 2.63 2.410 2.63

Average 8.212 1.84 2.392 1.84
Day 8.206 0.34 2.379 1.28

LOW Night 8.196 0.22 2.370 0.94
Average 8.201 0.28 2.374 1.11
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TABLE VIII. Dependence of moments on assumed chemical composition. The table gives the re
shifts ~in percent! of the first and second moments (Dm i /m i) of the zenith-angle distribution in Super
Kamiokande and SNO as a function of the assumed chemical composition. The ratioZ/A in the core has been
varied by60.5%,61%, 62% ~see second column! from the central value@(Z/A)core50.465# adopted in
the rest of the paper. The ratio in the mantle has been varied by21%, 22% from the standard value o
@(Z/A)mantle50.496#. The last row for each detector corresponds to a simplified model withZ/A50.5 both in
the mantle and in the core. The four columns for each detector correspond to the first and second mo
the SMA and LMA best-fit solutions, respectively.

SMA LMA
D~Z/A!/~Z/A! D^a&/a0 Ds2/s0

2 D^a&/a0 Ds2/s0
2

Detector ~%! ~%! ~%! ~%! ~%!

Super-Kamiokande 22 1.03 2.06 3.22 20.338
21 1.02 2.05 3.22 20.329

20.5 1.02 2.04 3.22 20.325
core 0.0 1.02 2.03 3.23 20.323

10.5 1.02 2.02 3.23 20.316
11 1.01 2.01 3.23 20.311
12 1.01 1.99 3.23 20.301

21 1.01 2.03 3.19 20.336
mantle 22 1.00 2.04 3.16 20.358

Z/A 5 0.5 0 0.98 1.89 3.27 20.257

SNO 22 1.05 2.46 5.27 22.23
21 1.04 2.44 5.27 22.22

20.5 1.04 2.43 5.27 22.21
core 0.0 1.04 2.42 5.28 22.20

10.5 1.04 2.41 5.28 22.20
11 1.03 2.40 5.28 22.19
12 1.03 2.38 5.29 22.17

21 1.01 2.38 5.23 22.15
mantle 22 0.98 2.33 5.18 22.10

Z/A 5 0.5 0 1.01 2.28 5.33 22.11
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solar neutrinos as a function of the position in the Sun
which the neutrinos are created and the neutrino energy.
slightly different density distributions in different solar mo
els have the largest effect, which is still quite small as
shall see below, on the inferred flavor content of the incid
solar neutrino flux.

In order to quantify the dependence of the predicted Ea
regeneration effect upon the characteristics of the s
model, we have calculated the fractional shifts of the fi
and second moments of the zenith-angle event distribu
using three different solar models. As our standard so
model, we adopt the model with helium and heavy elem
diffusion of Bahcall and Pinsonneault@6#. For comparison,
we use the 1992 model of Bahcall and Pinsonneault@52#,
which includes helium diffusion~but not heavy element dif
fusion! and somewhat less accurate input physics. Fina
we use the 1988 model of Bahcall and Ulrich@53#, which
does not include any diffusion and has less precise opaci
equation of state, and other input data.

Table IX shows that the MSW predictions are essentia
identical for the 1992 solar model with helium diffusion an
the 1995 solar model with helium and heavy element dif
sion plus improved input data. The 1988 solar model lead
predictions that can differ by as much as 10% for the SM
t
he

e
t

th
ar
t
n
r
t

,

s,
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-
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moments that will be measured by SNO. However, this 19
model is inconsistent with recent helioseismological m
surements since the 1988 model does not include diffus
@7#. We conclude that predictions of the Earth regenerat
effect are practically independent of solar models as long
the models include diffusion~i.e., are consistent with heli
oseismology!.

XI. FUTURE EXPERIMENTS AT THE EQUATOR

Recently Gelb, Kwong and Rosen@28# suggested building
a new detector similar to SNO close to the equator in or
to increase the sensitivity of the experiment to the Earth
generation effect. An equatorial location maximizes the ti
neutrinos pass through the core of the Earth during one
endar year.

In this section, we calculate the size of the regenerat
effect for hypothetical equatorial detectors and compare w
the sensitivity of the detectors in their actual positions. W
consider equatorial analogs of the Super-Kamiokande, S
BOREXINO, and HERON/HELLAZ detectors.

Figure 12 shows the predicted zenith-angle distribut
for detectors at the equator. The curve in the upper left pa
is the zenith-angle exposure function. The other five pan
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TABLE IX. Sensitivity to solar models. Values of the percentage shifts of the first and second mo
of the zenith-angle event distribution in Super-Kamiokande and SNO computed with three differen
models~BU1988, BP1992, BP1995!.

SMA LMA
Detector Solar model D^a&/a0 Ds2/s0

2 D^a&/a0 Ds2/s0
2

1995 1.02 2.03 3.22 20.32
Super-Kamiokande 1992 1.02 2.03 3.22 20.32

1988 0.96 1.94 3.22 20.32

1995 1.04 2.42 5.28 22.20
SNO 1992 1.04 2.44 5.28 22.20

1988 0.96 2.26 5.27 22.20
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show the distortion due to regeneration for equatorial a
logs of Super-Kamiokande, SNO, ICARUS, BOREXINO
and HERON/HELLAZ. For each detector, only the predict
angular distribution functions are shown for the best-fit
lutions to which the relevant detector is sensitive: SMA a
LMA for the high-energy boron neutrino detectors~Super-
Kamiokande, SNO, and ICARUS! and LOW for the low-
energy neutrino detectors~BOREXINO and HERON/
HELLAZ !.

Figure 13 shows the iso-s ellipses for the four equatoria
detectors. BOREXINO and HERON/HELLAX would b
more sensitive to the LOW solution if these detectors w
built at the equator. However, the high-energy neutrino
tectors~Super-Kamiokande, SNO, and ICARUS! would re-
main insensitive to the LOW solution even if they we
moved to the equator. Low-energy neutrino detectors~BOR-
EXINO and HERON/HELLAZ! also remain insensitive to
the SMA and LMA solutions even at the equator.

Table X shows the gain in sensitivity that would occur
detectors such as Super-Kamiokande and SNO were bu

FIG. 12. The zenith-angle distribution for equatorial detect
with the characteristics of Super-Kamiokande, SNO, ICARU
BOREXINO, and HERON/HELLAZ. Notation is the same as
Figs. 5 and 6.
-
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the equator. The enhancement is represented in the tab
the shift in the first and second moment of the zenith-an
distribution and by the day-night asymmetry. The enhan
ments would be important for the best-fit SMA solution, b
less significant for the LMA solution. However, regions
parameter space in the LMA solution for which the predict
shifts in the first and second moments are small could
probed more precisely with detectors at the equator.

XII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The conversion in the Earth ofnm ~or nt) to the more
easily detectedne is a distinctive prediction of the MSW
effect that offers the possibility of unambiguously establis
ing the existence of physics beyond the standard electrow
model. Because of the importance of this subject, we h
carried out precise numerical calculations of the size of
regeneration effect predicted by different MSW paramet
that are consistent with the experimental results from
chlorine, Kamiokande, GALLEX, and SAGE experimen
Our results show the potential of the new experimen

s
,

FIG. 13. How manys ’s at the equator? The figure shows th
sensitivity to the regeneration effect of equatorial detectors with
characteristics of Super-Kamiokande, SNO, ICARU
BOREXINO, and HERON/HELLAZ. Notation is the same as
Fig. 9.
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Super-Kamiokande, SNO, ICARUS, BOREXINO, HERON
and HELLAZ, for discovering the regeneration effect.

Our results provide the most precise predictions availa
of the expected zenith-angle distribution of the solar neutr
events in the absence of new physics and in the presenc
MSW distortions. The results are obtained by numerical c
culations that are discussed in Sec. V and illustrated in Fi
~for Super-Kamiokande and SNO! and Fig. 6~for the Gran
Sasso experiments ICARUS, BOREXINO, and HERO
HELLAZ !.

We present the predictions for the small mixing ang
~SMA!, large mixing angle~LMA !, and low mass~low prob-
ability, LOW! MSW solutions of the solar neutrino prob
lems. The parameters of these MSW solutions, which
consistent with the results of the chlorine, Kamiokan
GALLEX, and SAGE experiments, are given in Sec. IV. O
solutions include self-consistently the effects of Earth reg
eration.

Figure 3 shows the allowed regions of the three MS
solutions in theDm22sin22u plane. Figure 4 presents th
survival probabilities as a function of energy forne created
in the Sun. This figure compares survival probabilities co
puted for the day~without regeneration! with survival prob-
abilities for the night~with regeneration! and with the aver-
age annual survival probabilities.

We describe the predicted MSW distortions in terms
the first two moments of the zenith angle distribution of ne
trino events~see Sec. VI!, as well as in terms of the tradi
tional day-night asymmetry~see Sec. VII!. We analyze simu-
lated data in Sec. VIII and show that the moments of
zenith-angle distribution are more sensitive to the harder
detect SMA solution. The predicted large effect of the LM
solution is more easily discovered with the conventional d
night asymmetry.

The ‘‘bottom line’’ is illustrated succinctly in Fig. 9. This
figure shows that the current best-estimate MSW soluti
predict statistically significant deviations from the und
torted zenith-angle moments for the Super-Kamiokan
SNO, and ICARUS experiments~which are sensitive to the
SMA and LMA solutions! and the BOREXINO and
HERON/HELLAZ experiments~which are sensitive to the
LOW solution!.

We have considered a number of effects that have
been previously investigated in connection with the Ea

TABLE X. Equatorial enhancement. The magnitude of the
generation effect is compared for detectors located at their ac
positions and at the equator. The size of the effect is represente
the number of standard deviations the first and second momen
the angular distribution differ from the undistorted exposure fu
tion ~and, in parentheses, the day-night asymmetry in percent!. The
values of the neutrino oscillation parametersDm2 and sin22u cor-
respond to the best-fit SMA and LMA solutions@see Eqs.~1a!, ~1b!
and ~2a!,~2b!#. For comparison, the best-fit SMA and LMA solu
tions produce 5s and 13s effects at the actual location of Supe
Kamiokande and 6.5s and 25s at the actual location of SNO.

Location Solution Super-Kamiokande SNO

Equator SMA 8s (3.023.0
15.0 %! 9s (4.124.1

17.9 %!

LMA 14.5s (7.626.3
114 %! 29s (15213

124 %!
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regeneration effect. We have calculated the sensitivity of
MSW predictions to a wide range of density profiles of t
Earth and also to a set of extreme chemical compositio
These calculations are discussed in Secs. III and X A.
also evaluate the slight dependence of the predicted E
regeneration effect upon the assumed solar model use
calculate the flavor content of the incident neutrino be
~see Sec. X B!. Our results show that these usually neglec
effects associated with the Earth and solar models are ra
small.

For completeness, we have carried out calculations
hypothetical new detectors that might be built near the eq
tor. These calculations are described in Sec. XI and sh
quantitatively the enhanced sensitivity to the Earth regen
tion effect of equatorial detectors, as emphasized by G
et al. @28#.

Using the best-fit MSW solutions calculated here that
clude the Earth regeneration effect, we have evaluated
first and second moments of the electron recoil energy sp
trum for 8B neutrinos detected in Super-Kamiokande a
SNO. These calculations, summarized in Sec. VI and
Tables VI and VII, refine our earlier results@50# ~see also
Ref. @34#! for the moments of the electron recoil spectru
Perhaps most importantly, they show that for the LMA so
tion the comparison of the recoil electron energy spectr
between day and night may reveal a distortion that is
apparent in the temporal average of the energy spectrum

What would we learn from an observation which show
that the neutrino counting rate depended upon solar di
tion? The experimental demonstration of a dependence
solar neutrino event rate upon the direction of the sun wo
not only constitute a direct proof of new physics but would
the same time eliminate a number of the popular alternat
to the MSW effect. Many of the alternatives to the MS
effect, such as vacuum oscillations, magnetic moment tr
sitions, and violations of the equivalence principle pred
that the counting rate is independent of the zenith angle
sition of the Sun.
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APPENDIX A: NEUTRINO SURVIVAL PROBABILITIES

In order to calculate the event rates as a function of ti
we first compute, following the prescription in Ref.@54#, the
electron neutrino survival probabilitiesPSE after traversing
the Earth. We begin by using the analytical approximat
developed in Ref.@55# of the survival probabilitiesPS for an
electron neutrino passing through the Sun; these solar
vival probabilities are averaged over the relevant neutr
production regions for8B, 7Be, pp, pep, and CNO neutri-
nos. Assuming that the neutrinos arriving at the Earth rep
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sent an incoherent superposition of mass eigenstates@56#, we
calculate the electron neutrino survival probability after pa
ing through the EarthPSE from the expression

PSE5
PS2sin2u1P2e~122PS!

cos2u
. ~A1!

Hereu is the neutrino mixing angle in vacuum andPS is the
probability of an electron neutrino produced in the Sun
arrive as an electron neutrino at the Earth. The ambiguit
the above equation for maximal mixing (cos2u50) is only
apparent. It can be shown that in this case bothPS andPSE
are equal to 1/2. The probabilityP2e to find an electron
neutrino after passing through the Earth, if the initial st
describing a neutrino entering the Earth is the pure m
eigenstaten2, is calculated numerically by integrating th
evolution equations for neutrino states in matter in the fo
given in @57#. A key point in the calculation is that thes
survival probabilities as a function ofE/Dm2 need be calcu-
lated just once for each sin22u and for a fixed set of trajec
tories. We have chosen a set of 180 trajectories equ
spaced between 90° and 180° of zenith angle separate
0.5°. This set is the same for each solar neutrino dete
since the density profiles used in our calculations and
scribed in Sec. III are spherically symmetric. The surviv
probabilities along each trajectoryPSE

i have been calculate
for a grid of 2013201 values ofE/Dm2 and sin22u :

103 MeV/eV2<E/Dm2<1013 MeV/eV2, ~A2a!

and

1024<sin22u<1. ~A2b!

The numerical precision of the calculated survival probab
ties along each trajectory is better than 0.1%.

The one-year averaged survival probability is given by

P̄SE5(
i 51

N

PSE
i Y~a i !, ~A3!

where the sum is over zenith angles from 0° to 180°.N
5360 in our case.! The zenith-angle exposure function
defined in Sec. V. Correspondingly, the one-year avera
night-time survival probability is given by

P̄SE
n 5 (

i 5N/2

N

PSE
i Y~a i !, ~A4!

where the sum now runs over angles from 90° to 180°. Si
the night-time and day-time intervals within one year a
equal, the day-time event rate is simply

P̄SE
d 50.5PSE. ~A5!

With the calculated survival probabilities, it is straightfo
ward to determine the corresponding total event rates
well as the day-time and night-time one-year averaged e
rates in any solar neutrino detector.
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APPENDIX B: TIME DEPENDENCE
OF THE ZENITH ANGLE

The dependence of the solar zenith angle on the time
the year and on the geographic location of the detector
given by the following set of formulas@49#:

cosa5sind sinf1cosd cosf cosH, ~B1a!

sind5sine sinl, ~B1b!

L5280°.46110°.9856003n, ~B1c!

n521462.51D1H, ~B1d!

g5357°.52810°.9856003n, ~B1e!

and

l5L11°.915 sing10°.020 sin2g. ~B1f!

The precision in the apparent coordinates of the Sun is 0°
and the precision of the equation of time is 6 sec between
years 1950 and 2050. HereH is the fraction of day from 0h

UT, D is day of the year~counting from January 1!, n is the
number of days from Julian year 2000.0,l is the ecliptic
longitude,L is the mean longitude of the Sun~corrected for
aberration!, e523°.43920.0000004n is the obliquity of the
ecliptic, d is the Sun’s declination, andg is the mean
anomaly.4

The distance of the Sun from the Earth in astronomi
units @1 AU 5 1.495978706(2)31011 m# is given by the
formula

R51.001420.01671 cosg20.00014 cos2g. ~B2!

Equation~B2! has been used in the calculation of the da
night asymmetries and the shifts of the first two moments
the zenith-angle distribution.

APPENDIX C: CHARACTERISTICS
OF FUTURE DETECTORS

We describe in this appendix the characteristics we h
assumed for Super-Kamiokande@22#, SNO @23#, ICARUS
@24#, BOREXINO @25#, HERON @26#, and HELLAZ @27#.
The Super-Kamiokande, SNO, and ICARUS detectors
sensitive only to high-energy8B neutrinos, while BOR-
EXINO is sensitive primarily to7Be neutrinos (En50.862
MeV! and the HERON and HELLAZ detectors are bein
designed to detect low-energy (En,0.44 MeV! pp neutri-
nos.

For the Super-Kamiokande detector, we adopt a thresh
of 5 MeV and a trigger efficiency of 50% at this energy@22#.
The energy resolution function is assumed to have a Ga
ian shape with FWHM of 1.6 MeV at electron kinetic energ
10 MeV. We have performed calculations, which show th
the sensitivity of our results to the assumed energy resolu
and trigger efficiency of the detector.

For the SNO detector, we calculate only the rate of

4For definitions of these astronomical quantities see Ref.@49#.
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CC reaction, namely,ne1d→p1p1e2. We adopt@58# a
threshold of 5 MeV and an energy resolution function with
1s uncertainty of 1.1 MeV at 10 MeV electron kinetic en
ergy. The CC cross section for SNO was taken from R
@18#. The trigger efficiency function has been approxima
with a step function at the threshold of the detector. Re
ence@50# gives further details regarding our characterizat
of SNO and Super-Kamiokande.

For ICARUS, we have considered only the superallow
transition and have used the neutrino absorption cross
tions given in Ref.@5#. We have assumed a neutrino thres
old for detection that corresponds to electrons being p
duced with at least 5 MeV of energy, which requires
minimum neutrino energy of 10.9 MeV.

The BOREXINO detector is being developed as
neutrino-electron-scattering experiment that will measure
flux of 7Be neutrinos, using the step in the energy distrib
tion of neutrino-electron-scattering events at the maxim
recoil-electron kinetic energy ofTe50.62 MeV. The detector
characteristics that are knowablea priori ~which does not
include the crucial background rate versus energy! are not as
important as for SNO and Super-Kamiokande and we n
to compute only thene survival probability. We include ra-
diative corrections to the neutrino-electron cross section,
culated in@59#, which for recoil electron energies below 0.6
MeV are less than 1%. The ratio of the (nme) to (nee) total
cross sections for neutrino energy 0.862 MeV
snm ,e /sne ,e50.221.

HERON and HELLAZ are also neutrino-electron
scattering experiments with very different preliminary d
-
e
J.

tt.

l

e

A
,

f.
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r-

d
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e
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d
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signs, but with the same target material, helium. They w
measure the flux and spectral shape ofpp neutrinos. We
have assumed a threshold of 0.1 MeV and a perfect ene
resolution (d function!. The trigger efficiency is represente
by a step function at the threshold of the detector. We ag
use neutrino-electron cross sections including radiative c
rections@59#.

The event rateQ averaged over certain time intervalt in
a neutrino-electron-scattering experiment, such as Su
Kamiokande, BOREXINO, HERON, or HELLAZ is given
by

^Q&t5E
0

Emax
F~En!$Zne

~En!^P~En!&t

1Znm
~En!@12^P~En!&t#%dEn . ~C1!

Here Zne(nm) are the response functions of the detector

either ne or nm , F is the solar neutrino flux to which the
detector is sensitive,En is the neutrino energy,Emax is the
end point of the neutrino energy spectrum and^P&t is the
average survival probability for the chosen time intervalt.
The interval can be, e.g., the total day time or night tim
during one calendar year, or a whole calendar year includ
both days and nights. The calculation of the average surv
probabilities is described in Appendix A@Eqs. ~A1!–~A5!#.
The response functions represent the convolution of the
sorption cross sections with the detector characteristics~see
Ref. @50# for details!.
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